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The Institute for Policy Integrity (“Policy Integrity”) at New York University School of
Law1 respectfully submits the following comments to the Environmental Protection Agency
(“EPA”) regarding the proposed amendments (“Proposed Rule”) to the regulation of surface
impoundments for coal ash residuals (“CCR”) waste.2 Policy Integrity is a non-partisan think
tank dedicated to improving the quality of government decisionmaking through advocacy and
scholarship in the fields of administrative law, economics, and public policy.
The Proposed Rule amends the regulatory framework (the “Current Rule”) created by
rules finalized in 2015 (the “2015 CCR Rule”)3 and 2018 (the “2018 CCR Rule”).4 These
comments argue that EPA’s failure to analyze the forgone benefits caused by the Proposed Rule
is arbitrary and capricious.
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I.

EPA’S FAILURE TO EVALUATE THE FORGONE BENEFITS CAUSED BY THE PROPOSED
RULE IS ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS

Executive Order 12,866 instructs agencies to “propose or adopt a regulation only upon a
reasoned determination that the benefits of the intended regulation justify its costs,” and after
considering “all costs and benefits of available regulatory alternatives, including the alternative
of not regulating.”5 The Office of Management and Budget’s longstanding guidance document
on regulatory analysis, Circular A-4, instructs agencies to attempt to “quantif[y] and express[] in
monetary units” all costs and benefits, as this “provides decision makers with a clear indication
of the most efficient alternative.”6 The Circular further explains that when it is “not . . . possible
to express in monetary units all of the important benefits and costs,” the agency must still
perform a sufficient analysis to “determin[e] how important the non-quantified benefits or costs
may be in the context of the overall analysis.”7 Here EPA failed to analyze any of the forgone
benefits in the form of environmental damage and health risks that might result from the
Proposed Rule.
By failing to assess the forgone benefits caused by the Proposed Rule, EPA violates not
only Executive Order 12,866 but also the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”). Under the
APA, agency decisions must be “based on consideration of the relevant factors,”8 and
“[a]gencies have long treated cost as a centrally relevant factor when deciding whether to
regulate.”9 Costs that must be considered include any forgone benefits that are important aspects
of the regulatory problem,10 and failure to analyze such forgone benefits renders the rule
arbitrary and capricious.11 Accordingly, EPA has “failed to consider an important aspect of the
problem,” and the proposed action is arbitrary and capricious.12
The Proposed Rule contains at least two changes to the Current Rule that will cause
important forgone benefits that EPA does not analyze. First, the Proposed Rule extends the
closure deadline by a month for facilities without alternative disposal capacity. Second, EPA also
proposes to expand the availability of the longer-term alternative closure provisions by extending
eligibility to facilities that lack alternative disposal capacity for non-CCR waste. Accordingly,
the Proposed Rule would allow eligible facilities to receive non-CCR waste in addition to CCR
waste.
The Proposed Rule would effectively delay the closure deadline for surface
impoundments subject to closure. While EPA proposes August 31, 2020 as the new deadline for
5
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ceasing the receipt of waste13 (seemingly two months earlier than the October 31 deadline of the
Current Rule), EPA would permit facilities without alternative capacity to operate until
November 30, 2020.14 The Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Proposed Rule characterizes this
new provision as providing “automatic extensions,”15 and EPA’s analysis assumes that all
facilities with units that are unlined or in violation of location standards will receive the 90-day
extension on compliance from August 31 to November 30.16 EPA ultimately estimates that 167
surface impoundments will close in November 2020, rather than October 2020, due to the
Proposed Rule.17
In the alternative closure provisions of the Current Rule, facilities may continue to use
impoundments to receive CCR waste in two circumstances, even when the units would otherwise
be subject to closure because they were leaking and unlined or in violation of the location
standards.18 EPA proposes an expansion of both provisions. First, under the Current Rule, if the
operator certifies an absence of alternative disposal capacity for CCR waste, surface
impoundments may receive CCR waste for an additional five years after the certification.19
Under the Proposed Rule, facilities without alternative disposal capacity for CCR or non-CCR
waste would be eligible to continue operating until 2023, and these facilities would also be newly
allowed to receive CCR and non-CCR waste over that period.20 Second, under the Current Rule,
surface impoundments without alternative disposal capacity that are 40 acres or smaller may
continue receiving CCR waste if the impoundment and the facility’s coal-fired boiler close by
October 17, 2023; for surface impoundments over 40 acres, the respective deadline is October
17, 2028.21 The Proposed Rule would permit facilities eligible for the extended closure deadlines
under these provisions to receive CCR and non-CCR waste.22
Even though these changes extend compliance deadlines and increase the volume of
waste that facilities may store, EPA fails to analyze the forgone benefits of these provisions. The
2015 CCR Rule quantified many benefits that can be attributed to stricter management of surface
impoundments, including fewer structural failure releases, reduced groundwater contamination,
reduced cancer incidence, and avoided IQ losses from mercury and lead exposure.23 By delaying
the compliance deadline by one month for units that are unlined or in violation of location
standards, and by expanding the number of facilities eligible for the longer-term alternative
closure deadlines, the Proposed Rule will delay the realization of these benefits. Additionally, the
Proposed Rule will expand the volume of waste that surface impoundments may store when
operating subject to the alternative closure provisions. Because EPA’s most recent data also
indicates that “[m]ore surface impoundments are unlined and leaking than was modeled in
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2015,”24 the forgone benefits of the delay can reasonably be expected to be even larger than
EPA’s prior analysis would suggest.
In the Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Proposed Rule, EPA defends its failure to
analyze forgone benefits by arguing that without the “resources and time” needed to update the
analysis conducted for the 2015 CCR Rule, “development of a fully revised cost and benefit
estimate is not feasible within the current regulatory schedule.”25 In the Proposed Rule, EPA
similarly blames an “expedited timeframe”26 and a lack of “data and time”27 for its inability to
analyze the forgone benefits caused by the Proposed Rule. However, neither the court decisions
in Utility Solid Waste Activities Group v. EPA nor Waterkeeper Alliance, Inc. v. EPA require the
agency to adopt the amendments proposed in this regulatory action.28 EPA acknowledges that the
expansion of the alternative closure provision to permit facilities to receive non-CCR waste is a
“new requirement.”29 EPA cannot use court decisions that vacate illegal agency action or that
grant voluntary remands to circumvent basic requirements of administrative law.
EPA’s argument that time pressure required the agency to forgo analysis of forgone
benefits appears specious given the agency’s ability to update the 2015 CCR Rule’s analysis in
order to calculate the cost savings to industry of delaying impoundment closures.30 EPA also
conducts extensive surveys of industry to evaluate how quickly facilities can implement
alternative waste management systems.31 Agency decisions that consider the benefits of its
preferred action (here, the alleged cost savings) but that ignore important costs of its action (here,
the forgone benefits) are arbitrary and capricious.32 In the Regulatory Impact Analysis for the
Proposed Rule, EPA calculates the costs attributable to additional documentation requirements33
and also to the facility closures required by the USWAG decision,34 which vacated provisions of
the 2015 CCR Rule and mandated EPA to require some impoundments to close earlier than
scheduled.35 But EPA fails to analyze the forgone benefits of the Current Rule provisions that
would be amended under the agency’s voluntarily proposed deregulatory measures. Because
EPA impermissibly “put[s] a thumb on the scale” by undervaluing key effects, its lopsided
analysis that quantifies cost savings while ignoring major forgone benefits of the Proposed Rule
is arbitrary and capricious.36
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Additionally, an agency’s uncertainty about the precise magnitude of a regulatory effect
does not justify assigning that effect no weight in the agency’s cost-benefit analysis.37 While
there may be “a range of values” for the forgone benefits caused by the Proposed Rule, the value
“is certainly not zero.”38 Both Circular A-4 and EPA’s own Guidelines for Economic Analysis
provide ample guidance on how EPA can account for uncertainty in its presentation of costs and
benefits.39 What EPA cannot do is abdicate responsibility to assess a primary consequence of its
action, as it does in the Proposed Rule. EPA asserts that “the proposed rule is expected to result
in net cost savings of an annualized $39.5 million."40 But EPA fails to even qualitatively analyze
the forgone benefits caused by the Proposed Rule, making this quantification misleading and
incomplete.
The Proposed Rule will delay the closure of surface impoundments by expanding the
availability of alternative closure deadlines and will increase the volume of waste stored in these
impoundments. Because EPA did not analyze the forgone benefits of these regulatory actions,
the agency failed to consider an important aspect of the problem. The Proposed Rule is therefore
arbitrary and capricious.
Sincerely,
Isabel Carey
Jason A. Schwartz
Institute for Policy Integrity
New York University School of Law
isabel.carey@nyu.edu
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